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The LC Tools company was founded in the Czech 
Republic in 2013 by Lucy and her dad Jiri Strunc. 
Their goal is to innovate, develop and market new tools 
which are used for polymer clay. These tools are stylish 
yet practical in  design, with a simplified interface so 
every clay artist can use them with confidence. You’ve 
known the two flagship products, the Czextruder and the 
LC Slicer, for years.

Czextruder was introduced at the end of 2012 and 
quickly found its place in the market. First sold in the 
Czech Republic, Czextruder is now available in Europe 
as well as in  the USA, Canada, Australia, and Israel. 
Continuous upgrades have allowed it to evolve into 
its final version called the HD (Heavy Duty, so named 
in 2014) which reflects its  unbreakable trapezoidal 
threaded rod. You can read more information 
about Czextruder on the official product page  
at www.czextruder.com.

The LC Slicer, was designed from scratch by the 
LC  Tools team and is based on ideas, comments and 
requests from customers. The team thanks these 
customers for their support and trust in helping  
to bring the LC Slicer to  life as a robust tool for cutting 
precise slices of polymer clay. For  more information, 
please visit the product page at www.lucyclayslicer.com.

In recent years, the main focus of the LC team was to 
design a tool that kneads, conditions and makes perfect 
sheets of polymer clay. This tool was introduced as the 
Lucy Clay Machine in 2016. www.lucyclaymachine.com

LC Tools also offers a variety of accessories to enhance 
the polymer clay world. The team puts great emphasis 
on  the feedback from all customers in order to make 
and adapt products according to user requirements. 
The motto at LC Tools is “Designed for You”.
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Transparent GEL
A liquid bakeable Transparent GEL 
creates a flexible 100% clear layer 
that looks just like glass. It may also 
be used as a protective coating, 
a sealant, or a bakeable glue. 

Color GEL
A liquid bakeable Color GEL creates 
a flexible layer that  looks just 
like glass. Mix a small amount of 
Color  GEL with Transparent GEL 
to achieve transparent layer.

Liquid GLUE
Adheres two pieces of polymer 
clay (both raw and baked) and clay 
to  porous materials. Liquid GLUE 
is less transparent and less flexible.

www.lucyclay.com/glassymer

LC GLASSYMER

Can be baked longer if necessary.

Bake in the electric oven 
at 140°C for 30 minutes.



LC Slicer is a unique tool for cutting thin and 
precise slices of polymer clay. Available in 
three versions - left, right and DIY toolkit. 

www.lucyclayslicer.com

LC SLICER 2019



LC MINI SLICER 2019

Smaller version of the  LC  Slicer. Suitable 
for  traveling to polymer clay events. It is 
delivered as a toolkit. But don’t worry! 
Assembling is quite easy and fun!

www.lucyclay.com/tools/minislicer



Czextruder shapes polymer clay by forcing 
clay through an LC Disk. 

www.czextruder.com

CZEXTRUDER HD

CZEXTRUDER: Czextruder, visual 
helper, handle, spare o-rings, 
adapter for a cordless drill, 
LC Lubricant, LC Brush

CZEX. BASIC: Czextruder, visual 
helper, handle, spare o-rings



CZEXTRUDER SET 2019

Czextruder in a set with the new small 
board with a magnetic click system (LC Vise). 
Suitable  also for work with a cordless drill. 
Enjoy hands-free extruding! 

www.czextruder.com



LC VISE /  LC BASE

Brand new Czextruder holder in two possible 
designs. It stays attached to the table while 
in use thanks to the solid magnets.

www.czextruder.com



LC DISKS

The original discs for Czextruder. Discover 
the incredible amount of new techniques 
and designs.

www.czextruder.com



CZEX.  ACCESSORIES

These handy accessories will make your 
creative work easier. Keep your Czextruder 
in perfect condition with LC Lubricant and 
LC Brush. 

www.czextruder.com



LC STENCILS

Stencils for easy making of wonderful patterns 
from polymer clay using paints, inks, and 
powders. They are available in many versions 
so you can select patterns you like.

www.lucyclay.com/tools/othertools



LC SHAPE PLATES

LC Shape plates are thin stainless steel 
metal plates with patterns of different sizes, 
designed for clayers and polymer artists.

www.lucyclay.com/tools/shapeplates



OTHER TOOLS

Quality roller and blades are the basis 
for  the  creation of stunning products. Our 
range offers LC Handy Roller, LC Handy Blade, 
and spare LC Slicer Blade.

www.lucyclay.com/tools/othertools





A new creative magazine with tutorials, 
projects, interviews, news and inside looks 
at  the diverse polymer community. Available 
also in electronic version.

www.polymerweek.com

POLYMER WEEK
magazine



www.lucyclay.com/tools www.lucyclay.com/store www.amazon.cpm/lucyclay

WE DEVELOP THE TOOLS YOU CREATE THE ART



www.lucyclay.com

www.fb.com/lucyclaytools

www.fb.com/groups/polymerclaytools

www.youtube.com/lctools

www.instagram.com/lucyclaytools



www.lucyclay.com


